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Category:PANalyticalQ: Parsing
function's argument in Python I

have a little bit of a problem, I need
to parse a string in python. Here's an

example: >>> def
foo(arg,bar=None,*baz): print(arg)
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print(bar) print(baz) >>>
foo("name") name None ('name',) I
need to output to look like this: >>>

def foo(arg,bar=None,*baz):
print(arg) print(bar) print(baz) >>>
foo("name") name None ('name',)
So basically, I need the arguments
parsed from the call. I tried using
argparse but it's a little bit more

complex and I just need to print the
arguments after calling it. How do I
do that? Thanks! A: Use the Python

function unpacking: def foo(arg,
bar=None, *baz): print(arg)

print(bar) print(baz) This should
print: foo("name", None, "name",)

You may want to use argparse if you
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want to support command line
arguments. It's a lot more flexible
and powerful. As for parsing argv
into a function call, you would do

something 4bc0debe42
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